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Commodore's Log

By Carol Smith, PRYC Commodore

Ahoy there PRYC Members,
Welcome to the first edition of
Scuttlebutt of the New Year. I think we
are all happy to say goodbye to 2020 and
look forward to 2021 with optimism for better days ahead.

Last year was the 30th anniversary of the founding of our
club and we were not able to celebrate in the way we
would have liked. While the party may have been
postponed, it has not been forgotten and in the meantime
take a look at Jodi’s article on the “First 30 years” for a
little trip down memory lane. Our longer term members
will be sure to recognize lots of familiar faces and for our
newer members you can start to see how we earned our
reputation as the most fun little club around.
For many of us, the club is the hub of our social life and
although we stayed open, we were not able to meet in the
same way as we usually could. Needless to say, this was
also reflected in our club’s social income which decreased
almost 70% from the previous year. Despite this, we still
needed to pay the bills and we are very grateful for the
loyalty of our members in staying with us and continuing
to pay your dues. By way of a thank you and to help
compensate in some way for our restricted use of the
club, the board voted at our January meeting to ext?e?n?d

the 2021 membership year by 3 months for all members in
good standing as of your renewal this year. All being
well, we anticipate that come the fall our social income
should be returning to previous levels.
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Commodore's Log continued...
To help sustain us in the meantime, we have an excellent
and creative Entertainment Committee chaired by Vice
Commodore Melessa Humiston which is working on ideas
for all kinds of fun activities that we can safely do. See
her article and please reach out with ideas or offers to
help.
I would be remiss to end this without saying a very
heartfelt “Thank you” to our outgoing Commodore Jodi
Masters-Gonzales. She got to do all of the hard work of
being a Commodore during one of the most challenging
years in the club’s history, while not being able to
participate in many of the fun things such as Opening
Days. I know I speak for all of us in letting her know how
much she is appreciated.
I am honored to serve as Commodore of Port Royal this
year alongside an outstanding bridge and an excellent and
engaged board who are all truly motivated to help make
our club the best it can be. Here’s looking forward to a
year that will only get better as it progresses and in the
meantime, stay safe and be well.
In gratitude,
Carol

A Few Words from the
Vice Commodore
By Melessa Humiston,
PRYC Vice Commodore

2020 was certainly one to remember
because we have never had one like it.
I look forward to 2021 and all that it will hold. I look
forward to more together times with family and friends,
I look forward to going to our bar, I look forward to
meetings in person, and I really look forward to having
PRYC back to the wonderful social environment as we
know it to be and seeing all your beautiful smiles. It’s
happening my friends, see you all soon.

February 2021
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Rear Commodore's Corner

By Russ Densmore, PRYC Rear Commodore

Ahoy and Welcome 2021!
The new year couldn’t get here any sooner, and we
look forward to vaccinations, easing of restrictions,
and public gatherings! These have definitely been
tough times for everyone, and PRYC is no exception.
Our members are the most important part of our
club, and I am excited about leading the membership
committee this year! We have had several new
members join, and have more submitting their
applications, so what an exciting time it is!
Please join me in welcoming our new PRYC members from 2020:
Daniel & Katie Gonzalez, Matt & Sarah Kovar, Janice & Patrick
Murphy, Dwayne & Nora Smith and Lynn Statham!
We look forward to seeing you all soon on the water!
Here is to smooth sailing and calm seas in 2021!
Rear Commodore, Russell Densmore

PYRC MEMBERSHIPS AVAILABLE:
Full membership with club privileges
requires approval by the Board of Directors,
$500 annually, plus an initiation fee.
Sustaining membership is available for
regular members who live beyond a 90-mile
radius of the club. Please email
manager@pryc.club for membership
information and an application.

February 2021

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Beautiful Club House Overlooking the
Redondo Beach Marina
Ocean Going Activities for Both
Power and Sail Boats
Social Events and Parties
Reciprocal Privileges with Other
Yacht Clubs
Overall, A Great Bunch of Folks to
Hang Out With, All Having a
Common Love of the Sea!
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New Member Highlights!

Dan & Katie are excited to be
new members at our club. They
recently purchased a Formula 40
PC boat that they enjoyed taking
to Catalina several times this
year. Katie is a Redondo Beach native and Dan has lived
in the South Bay for over 20 years. They have both
dedicated their careers to public service - Dan as a police
officer and Katie as a prosecutor. They look forward to
getting involved in the club and meeting more members
when the club can hold social events again.

Matt & Sarah are excited to be new
members and meet everyone and also
enjoy some sunsets at the club. They
have a 28 foot Grady White parked at
the P Dock. Matt is a Firefighter
Paramedic with the LAFD and Sarah is
a Yoga Instructor.
When Matt & Sarah are not
out trying to catch dinner you
can see them puttering
around in our dinghy with
two large and lovable dogs.

February 2021
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New Members continued..

Dwayne & Nora enjoy spending
time fishing off their 35 foot
Wellcraft Californian on A dock
or high speed boating over to the
Islands in their 34 foot Sleekcraft
offshore. Nora has been working on her Sailing
Certification & is a native Pennsylvanian. Dwayne is a
Redondo Beach Native & likes to fly. They both enjoy scuba
diving. When they have time to get away from running
their two businesses you can find them at their house in big
bear enjoying the hot tub or on the next flight to New
Orleans.

Patrick and Janice are excited to be new members
and meet new friends at the club! They have a 36’
Luhrs on A dock that they enjoy searching for
sealife and watching sunsets from. Patrick is
retired from law enforcement and Janice works
for the airlines. They are new
(2 years) to the California coast
as they enjoy their latest
adventure. They are looking
forward to spending more time
and meeting more people when
we can all get together again.

February 2021
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NEW BOATS ON THE DOCK - "LITTLE BITT"
By Carol Smith, PRYC Commodore
While we couldn’t do all of the things we
usually do last year, one of the highlights for
me was continuing to enjoy our beautiful
marina and channel, often enjoying the
impromptu musical concerts that took place
on “Sunday Fundays”. You may have noticed a
charming vintage harbor pilot boat cruising
around the marina and channel this year. It’s
a 1978 Herreshoff harbor pilot, originally from
Bristol, RI which was rescued and restored by
local Gary Taggart with the help of Jim Mather
from our club . One of the improvements
was to convert the boat from diesel to an
electric motor, which means that it can
meander silently around without
generating any emissions. I have enjoyed
the boat so much that I am happy to
become a boat partner with Gary and Jim
this year and am looking forward to more
lazy days cruising around. Since several
of my friends already have sailboats, this
is a very nice addition to our little “fleet”.
I don’t know about you, but getting out on
the water in some fresh air has been good
for my soul and one of the things to help
keep me sane. Looking forward to more
“Sunday Fundays” this summer!

February 2021
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NEW BOATS ON THE DOCK - THE HEALY'S
By Ruth Healy & Melessa Humiston, PRYC Vice Commodore

In September 2020 Walt & Ruth Healy adopted an abused and
neglected Chaparral 31. She was in ruff shape…but once she
made it through the initial treatment at the yard (bottom paint
& port engine replacement) she was well enough to bring home
to Port Royal. She is currently located in slip B80 awaiting her
new canvas (provided by Jim & Betse Tessman of Tradewinds
Canvas) and additional TLC (sweat and money) as well as a name,
to be determined…
We look forward to many happy
weekends on the water and
welcome our PRYC friends to stop
by for a cocktail or two!

WOMEN IN POWER
By Melessa Humiston, PRYC Vice Commodore

Being part of the 2020 all female bridge for me was quite the inspiration to be
better and do better. I feel thankful to have been part of an amazing team which
did not only include this all female Bridge but also a largely female Board of
Directors as well as Appointed Positions.
Our club is filled with dynamic female members ranging from doctors, engineers,
top-ranking realtors, lawyers, business executives, and working professionals of
all types who take time
from their busy lives to
make our club awesome.
Cheers to these Women in
Power, and all they do for
us here at PRYC.

February 2021
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Our First 30 Years: Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow
Celebrating PRYC's 30th Anniversary
by Jodi Masters-Gonzales, Jr. Staff Commodore

A couple of months ago, I came across a
dozen photo albums from the early 1990s
and 2000s up at the club, in the cabinet just
to the left of the ship store. As I flipped
through the pages, I saw familiar faces
laughing, dancing, cocktailing, and being
silly—"WOW!" I thought, "How cool is
this?!?"
I realized that in many of these early
photos, our traditions were in the making,
like the Summer Bash—although back in
the day it looks like it was the tradition to
do a luau, with members putting on a hula
show and roasting a pig! I even found a
photo of a chili cook-off, before Lou was the
champion!!
In the photo backgrounds, you can see just
how much the physical space of our club has evolved over the last 30 years—the kitchen before it was
remodeled, over-stuffed couches in the back, director's chairs lining the walls, and an office that had a small
window with bars, to name just a few of the changes and additions. So much sweat has gone into our club over
the years to make it is what it is today. I've even heard stories about how long it took our founders and
subsequent leadership to get us into SCYA—if I remember correctly, it was about 15 years of consistent effort,
community relationship building, and determination!
As we forge ahead into our next 30 years, let's celebrate just how far we've come and those who've brought us
to today! Cheers to our founders and members, from 1990-2020!

Honoring Members (15+ Years)
Diane & Candy Bear (1990)
Patricia Hein (1990)
Penny Towne-Vowles (1990)
Norma Medina (1991)
Lou & Jill Toth (1994)
Don & Cathy Mueller (1995)
Andy & Gayle Davidson (1996)
Haidee Grice (1997)
Terry & Anne Lunn (2000)
Bruce & Toni Stafford (2001)
Craig & Debra Allsopp (2002)
Jim & Emma Mather (2003)
Pat Paxon & Amy Myers (2003)
Kevin Herink & Betsy Jennings (2004)
David & Deborah Jackson (2005)
Mike & Jennifer Williams (2005)
February 2021
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With great honor, the PRYC Board
voted the remaining founding members
in as Lifetime Members. They are:

Diane Bear
Patricia Hein
Norma Medina
Penny Towne-Vowles
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Member's Log: From Rocketeer to Rockin’ Photographer
Laryssa Densmore Talks About Her Ocean Photography Journey

Laryssa Densmore, one of our own PRYC members, is a director
at Northrop Grumman managing 500 folks in the manufacturing
of satellites here in Redondo Beach. Her 38-year career in Space
Systems engineering has covered the gambit of building rockets
and satellites, and launching rockets and satellites across the
globe - as far away as Baikonur Kazakstan. But engineering, and
protecting our nation in Space is just her day job.

Laryssa started looking for some distractions from the daily stress of work and in
addition to being a singer in a rockin’ band, Crow Hill Band, also took solace in the peace
that only the ocean can deliver. “The ocean to me has just as many mysteries as the
galaxies in the night sky, so much to explore right here in our backyard”, says Laryssa.
"It was just by chance, a Costco sale, that one day I decided to buy a camera in 2015 and
start a relationship with the ocean that will last the rest of my life. I had no idea how to
even use a real camera and quickly Googled everything I could find on how to take a
photo. My photography though is unconventional – I don’t often follow the book of
rules when it comes to ISO, speed and aperture settings. I follow my internal “feel’ for
the shot instead.”
“People always ask me why photographing dolphins and whales captured me. Why not
be a wedding photographer instead? “What’s all the fuss about shooting a fish?” they
would say. The only answer I can give you is to come on the water and experience it for
yourself. There are
several times during
my photography
sessions on the water
that I don’t even take a
shot. I just enjoy the
moment as these
mammals actually
communicate directly
with you, eye to eye,
soul to soul.

February 2021
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Laryssa Densmore, Member's Log, Continued...
It will change you for the better knowing that these
creatures are allowing us to see a small part of their
world and expressing their happiness to us in doing so.
If we could only be more like them in some ways –
more compassionate, more caring of the community as
a whole, more nurturing, more protective of each
other, more as a family. These are the lessons I learn
watching them in their world.”
I feel my purpose is to capture their beauty and
expression and share that with others. Through my eyes I am hoping to raise
awareness that hey? we are not the most intelligent mammals on earth and maybe we
should pay more attention to what they are telling us and protect their home - their
ocean.

Am I the best photographer?...no, but I feel I capture the emotion of the moment and
the bond that humans and sea life can have while living in harmony with them. This
ocean journey is a wonderous one, and it has only just begun.

You can see Laryssa's photos at:
www.laryssaphotography.com
www.facebook.com/laryssaphoto

February 2021
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Member's Log: New Beginnings for Dolly and Gary
By Carol Smith, PRYC Commodore
While 2020 was an unusual year for all of us,
members Dolly Hsia and Gary Marshall took
advantage of the time to try out a lifestyle change
that they had been contemplating for some time.
Gary retired from his career as an aerospace
engineer about eighteen months ago and Dolly
followed suit in January 2020, retiring from her
position as a Principal Solutions Consultant with
Oracle Corp. A few days after Dolly’s retirement
they took off for a well-deserved vacation in
Hawaii to decompress and rejuvenate and then
returned to start work on some home renovations.
Dolly and Gary have a boat in King Harbor Marina along with a home in South
Redondo and a vacation home in Anza and enjoy the Southern California lifestyle.
They are avid travelers and their original plan on retiring was to use their Redondo
home as their base and spend time exploring the US in their RV as well as traveling
overseas. Then COVID hit and we were all placed under “Safer at home” measures
scuttling the travel plans of many of us, Dolly and Gary being no exception. In
considering their options, they decided to decamp to their home in Anza for a while,
where there is more room to spread out and fewer people.
As restrictions eased slightly, they
cautiously decided to take their first trip in
their RV, travelling to Idyllwild for a week in
June with some friends. The trip went well
and encouraged them to take some more, so
in July they set for a week in Santa Barbara,
followed by two weeks in Mammoth in
August.
By now they were really enjoying the
lifestyle and hitting their stride, so they
planned a 6-week trip to Utah and Arizona in
August and September. Their plan was to
meet-up with friends along the road,
sometimes rendezvousing with two other
couples at campsites as their paths crossed.

February 2021
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Member's Log: New Beginnings continued...
By Carol Smith, PRYC Commodore
Their itinerary started in Las Vegas, moving-on to
Zion and Capitol Reef National Parks, followed by
Arches and Lake Powell, skipping some of the more
well-known parks as they tend to get mobbed in
the summer. Capitol Reef park, in particular, was
one of the highlights. The park was established
primarily to preserve its unique geologic features,
such as scenic rock domes and narrow canyons.
It’s a place to enjoy the scenic majesty formed by
geologic processes and also to appreciate the
varied environments within the park, from the
forested slopes of Thousand Lake Mountain, to
the green oasis of Fruita, to the barren Bentonite
Hills. A visit is definitely recommended.
Being avid boaters, Gary and Dolly also
thoroughly enjoyed the time they spent at Lake
Powell. They stayed at the south side and rented
a boat to explore the lake – enjoying the huge
and amazing shoreline and canyons. One of the
highlights of this leg of their trip was a kayak
paddle into Antelope Canyon - kayaking as far as
the water went and then getting out to hike into
the Narrows. As Dolly said “this is one of the
most beautiful places that I have been to”!
One tip Dolly and Gary would like to pass along is the
Lifetime National Park Pass. For $80, US Citizens
aged 62 and older can purchase the pass which
entitles them to entry to any National Park forever. You can’t beat that!
Following their adventures in the National Parks it was time for a bit of relaxation
so Gary and Dolly headed back this way, stopping in Sedona for a while before a
visit to Palm Desert. It was while in Palm Desert that a trip to the garage for an
oil change turned into the purchase of a new truck! Gary had had his eye on a
specific configuration of a Ford F450 for sometime and while waiting for his oil
change – there it was right in front of him. It was too good an opportunity to pass
by, so as Dolly and Gary headed back home to Redondo in time to vote in
November, it was in their new truck. Now, if only it would fit into the garage…….

February 2021
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Member's Log: New Beginnings continued...
By Carol Smith, PRYC Commodore
Once home again Dolly and Gary had time to
reflect on their adventures and plans for the
future. They decided that they would like to
spend about a third of their time travelling in
their RV, about a third of their time in the
greater LA/South Bay area and the remainder
of the time split between their home in Anza
and travelling internationally. Since they
plan on keeping their boat here in King
Harbor marina and using that as their base in
LA, they realized that their condo in Redondo
was really not going to get used very much
and was a bit of an anchor weighing them
down, so they started packing-up over the
holidays and put it on the market in January.

Looking forward, Gary and Dolly are optimistic about the vaccine and it helping
us to get our lives back to normal. They are looking forward to being able to
socialize with friends from Port Royal again, participate in club cruises and help
out volunteering at our events. It sounds like they are ready for the next stage
of their life which hopefully will live up to the name of their boat and will truly
be “Our Time”!

Member's Log and Newsletter Submissions
We welcome member submissions! If you would like to submit an article, photos, etc. for the
Spring issue please send by April 15th to: sandra_mccommon@yahoo.com.

February 2021
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PRYC wins the SCYA Pandemic Powerhouse
Performance Award!
By Carol Smith, PRYC Commodore

With all of the challenges last year, the Southern California Yachting
Association decided to create a special (hopefully one-time!) award for
clubs demonstrating exceptional club management during this time.
They invited member clubs to submit an application letter outlining
some of the things that were being done to weather the storm and look
after the wellbeing of the club and membership. We submitted a letter
summarizing some of the things we did last year; from our virtual
events, to our July 4th Dinghy Parade and Decorating Contest, to our
financial and facilities management to our racing and other outdoor
activities. Well, in a nutshell – under the leadership of our brilliant
Commodore Jodi Masters-Gonzales - we won and were awarded the
Powerhouse Pandemic Award in the Associate Club Category! Kudos to
all who helped keep our club going, protect the safety of our members
and make it as fun as possible during this time.

February 2021
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The Entertainment Committee and What's the Haps
By Melessa Humiston, PRYC Vice Commodore

Our newly formed Entertainment Committee has been hard at work thinking
of new ways to keep us connected during this time of COVID. Lisa Griffin,
Debbie Allsopp, Melessa Humiston, Lynn Statham, and Ruth Healy have
ideas ranging from wine/bourbon/micro-brews tasting, fitness, paint nights,
game nights, boating and dinghy events. The group will be sending out FB
and email notices to get your feedback and interest on possible upcoming
events. The committee is open to all suggestions and participation, in fact
they need your help with suggestions and participation. Do you have a
hobby or craft you are good at? Is there something that interests you that
you think might interest others? Let us know! Email at manager@pryc.club
or reach out on FB or call Melessa 714.399.5778.

Next up: PRYC Walking Group walks to Hermosa Pier!
February 5, 10:00 AM meeting at the Blue Water Grill parking lot

Advertise your business in our
Newsletter!!
Business card-sized ads cost $20 an
edition & larger sized ads are also
available. If interested, please email a
copy of your business card to
Sandra_mccommon@yahoo.com.
Payments can be made at our PRYC
website at PRYC Newsletter - Port Royal
Yacht Club and click on the payment link
to pay by credit card.
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Ship Store Update
We are in the process of setting
up an online store where
members will be able to order
items and have them shipped to
their homes. We will continue
to feature specialty items in our
physical store at the club.
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